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ITEM 9 Community Infrastructure Levy – Spending Protocol 

 
 
Report of the Planning Portfolio Holder 
 
 

Recommended:  

1. That the CIL Spending Protocol, as shown in Annex 2 and 3 to the 
report, setting out the proposed approach to allocating CIL funds be 
approved. 

2. That the Head of Planning Policy, in consultation with the Planning 
Portfolio Holder, be authorised to make changes of a minor nature to 
improve the presentation of the CIL Spending Protocol documents.  

Recommended to Council 
 

SUMMARY:  

 The report sets out the proposed approach to allocating CIL funds to deliver 
strategic infrastructure.  

 Alternative options have been considered and are appraised as part of this 
report.  

1 Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of CIL is for the delivery of infrastructure to mitigate the impacts 
of or enable development. CIL receipts are generated through development 
and the Council is responsible for allocating CIL funds in a way that is 
consistent with the purpose of CIL. The purpose of the Spending Protocol is to 
allocate CIL funds in a fair and consistent manner to deliver benefits to the 
residents and businesses of Test Valley. 

1.2 This report sets out the suggested approach to allocating CIL receipts in order 
to deliver infrastructure listed on the CIL Regulation 123 List (Annex 1).   

1.3 The report also sets out the need for a Spending Protocol, the purpose and 
how bids for CIL funds will be assessed and will enable the Council to be 
clear and transparent in reporting how CIL is spent.  

1.4 The proposed approach is to allocate CIL funds using a criteria based 
assessment for provision of infrastructure on the Regulation 123 List.  

2 Background  

2.1 The proposed approach to allocation of CIL funds is to enable the delivery of 
infrastructure set out on the CIL Regulation 123 List. The CIL  Regulation 123 
List sets out projects and the types of infrastructure that the Council wishes to 
spend CIL on. 
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2.2 CIL funds are for the provision of infrastructure to mitigate the impact of 
development and were originally intended to replace contributions secured 
through S106 agreements. 

Why the Council needs to apportion CIL receipts 

2.3 The Council has to carry out two mandatory functions with regard to CIL 
receipts:  
 Passing a proportion to Parish Councils (15% as the minimum or 25% if 

the Parish Council has an adopted Neighbourhood Development Plan) 
who have had development within their Parish since TVBC commenced 
charging CIL  
 

 Setting aside funds to deliver Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace 
(SANGs) to meet the requirements of the Habitats Regulations with regard 
to the internationally designated New Forest Special Protection Area 
(NFSPA). SANGs is required as mitigation for the recreational pressure 
placed on the NFSPA arising from additional residential development. A 
SANGs Strategy is currently being developed to identify how much CIL 
needs to be set aside to ensure adequate mitigation is provided. 

2.4 After passing on the appropriate CIL receipts to Parish Councils and setting 
aside funds for SANGs, the remaining CIL funds are held by the Borough 
Council as ‘custodians’ for the delivery of public infrastructure. 

2.5 Parish Council’s have greater flexibility in how they spend their CIL receipts 
and can spend it on items that are not infrastructure. The CIL Regulations 
(Regulation 59C) state that Parish Councils must use CIL receipts to support 
the development of the Parish by funding:  

 (a) the provision, improvement, replacement, operation or maintenance of 
infrastructure; or 

 (b) anything else that is concerned with addressing the demands that 
development places on an area.  

2.6 The Parish Council proportion of CIL receipts will be passed to relevant Parish 
Council’s twice a year alongside precepts. Parish Council’s in receipt of CIL 
are required to report annually to the Borough Council what they have spent 
CIL on. 

2.7 The Borough Council must spend their portion of CIL on infrastructure (as 
defined in Planning legislation). The Borough Council’s portion of CIL funds is 
the CIL Strategic Infrastructure Fund. 

Process for allocating CIL Strategic Infrastructure Funds 

2.8 On the 1 April each year, the Council will publish the amount of CIL funds 
available for allocation alongside an invitation to bid. The deadline for 
receiving bids will be end of June.  
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2.9 During July, bids will undergo a technical appraisal by officers who will 
subsequently recommend to Cabinet the merits of each project receiving 
funds from the CIL Strategic Infrastructure Fund.  

2.10 It is proposed as part of the CIL Spending Protocol that allocation of funds for 
all CIL bids will be decided at Cabinet in November each year commencing 
2018.. All the recommendations for CIL funding will be summarised in the 
Budget Book as part of the annual budget setting process approved by 
Cabinet. Unsuccessful bidders will be given specific feedback following the 
decision from Cabinet. 

2.11 Since charging commenced in August 2016 £291,044.58 has been received. 
It is expected that around £450,000 would have been received by 1 April 
2018. It is proposed that the Council will invite bids from 1 April 2018 so that 
in November of 2018 Cabinet are able to endorse recommendations for CIL 
funding to be released in the 2018/19 financial year. The proposal to invite 
bids for CIL approximately 18 months after commencing charging is to allow 
CIL funds to accumulate, given that CIL is due upon commencement of 
development.  

2.12 Cabinet will be able to endorse recommendations for CIL funding for projects 
with a value of £10,000 or more. Schemes with a value below £10,000 will be 
directed towards other sources of funding such as the Community Asset Fund 
(CAF).  

2.13 The Spending Protocol approach allows for CIL funds to be allocated to 
infrastructure that is not on the Regulation 123 List, provided that it is 
accompanied by evidence of need.  

2.14 If the infrastructure project is not on the Regulation 123 List, it will be treated 
as an exception and be presented to Cabinet separately with an appropriate 
recommendation 

2.15 Finance updates are reported to Cabinet at 3 other times during the year 
which may provide opportunities for submitting and agreeing a bid for any 
urgent schemes which come forward (e.g. Highway safety).   

Process for dealing with bids 

2.16 Most of the projects on the Regulation 123 List are TVBC projects and likely 
to be initiated by TVBC. However, there are schemes, such as highway 
schemes, identified by Parish Councils in the Test Valley Access Plan, which 
can be funded from CIL. Borough Councillors can highlight and promote 
schemes to come forward on behalf of Parish Councils, although Parishes will 
prepare and submit bids themselves.  

2.17 All bids will be submitted to the CIL Officer although Council officers from 
relevant Services can be approached to assist with the bidding process, 
helping to prepare bids and providing guidance and advice on projects. The 
benefits of this approach allows potential bidders to navigate their way 
through the process more easily and also an opportunity for officers to identify 
any areas where further work would benefit the quality of information 
submitted with the bid. 
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2.18 It is anticipated that as there are some projects on the Regulation 123 List, 
such as flood alleviation works and highways improvement works, bids will 
come forward from other public bodies and organisations like the Environment 
Agency or Hampshire County Council. It should be noted that the content of 
the Regulation 123 List was developed after public consultation and liaison 
with other public sector partners. 

2.19 Infrastructure projects that are not included on the Reg 123 List should be 
passed to the relevant Head of Service for guidance and advice. 

2.20 Each project bid will be assessed against a set of criteria to assist with 
objectively assessing each scheme and designed to ensure applicants: 
a) provide evidence of need  
b) demonstrate how they have engaged with users of their proposal  
c) consider the needs of minorities in line with equalities guidance 
d) show the depth and breadth of benefits 
e) have considered the negative impacts and how these are 

mitigated/eliminated 
f) demonstrate the financial viability of the scheme  

2.21 Applicants will be provided with the criteria in full (Annex 2) and guidance 
notes to assist with making a bid. Applicants will also be asked to fill in a 
simple ‘gateway’ form (Annex 3) which captures basic information about the 
project, such as the project description. An e-form is currently being 
developed which will allow applicants to make their bids electronically through 
the Council’s website.  

2.22 Projects of a similar value will be assessed side by side in order to ensure 
there is consistency with evaluation. 

2.23 Bidders will be encouraged to plan ahead and prepare early. Bids for large 
scale projects exceeding the amount of CIL funding available should submit 
their bid with an estimate of when they will require the CIL funds so that an 
appropriate proportion can be set aside in subsequent years. CIL funds can 
be committed in successive years provided projects are sufficiently planned in 
advance. The CIL Officer will be able to estimate anticipated CIL receipts at 
the beginning of each financial year so that a picture can be built up of the 
likely available funds going forward. 

3 Corporate Objectives and Priorities  

3.1 The proposed approach to apportioning CIL funds will help ensure that the 
Council has a strategy to provide relevant and necessary infrastructure across 
the Borough and help fulfil the Corporate Plan priority of enabling those that 
live and work in and also those that visit Test Valley ‘to contribute to and be 
part of a strong community’ and ‘enjoy the natural and built environment’. 
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3.2 This approach has been arrived at after carefully identifying the key criteria 
which are important to assess bids for CIL funding in a way that underpins the 
purpose of CIL – to mitigate effects of development, and that accords with the 
Council’s corporate values of accountability, ambition, empowerment, integrity 
and inclusiveness. 

4 Consultations/Communications  

4.1 The CIL Spending Protocol is not a statutory document and therefore has not 
undergone statutory consultation. It is intended to invite Borough Councillors 
and Parish Councils to workshops to explain the technical process of applying 
for CIL Strategic Infrastructure Funds before bids are invited in April 2018. 

4.2 However, statutory consultation was undertaken on the Regulation 123 List 
prior to it’s adoption in November 2016. The Council’s public sector partners 
such as Hampshire County Council and the Environment Agency have 
contributed to the Regulation 123 List as well as Parish Council’s through their 
contributions to the Test Valley Access Plan. Therefore the Council has taken 
the step through the CIL Spending Protocol approach to ensure that CIL funds 
are distributed in a fair, transparent and equitable way to maximise 
opportunities for the projects on the CIL Regulation 123 List to be delivered.  

4.3 A separate report regarding the CIL charging process will be presented to 
OSCOM in October 2017 that will cover the following: 

 Information on the financial outcomes of the first year of CIL charging 

 The proposed method of publishing a statutory annual CIL report 

 An update on the ongoing work to develop a Spending Protocol to allow 

the Council to release CIL funds in a fair and consistent manner 

 An outline of the approach to conducting a review of CIL charges 

5 Options  

5.1 The Council has considered two options with regard to the allocation of CIL 
funds. 1) to allocate funds to projects on the Regulation 123 List without an 
opportunity to bid; or 2) to set out a process by which bids can come forward 
and be assessed. Other approaches for assessing bids have been reviewed, 
including those of other Local Authorities, and this approach is found to be the 
most transparent and user friendly process.   

6 Option Appraisal  

Option 1 

6.1 The CIL Regulation 123 List includes a large number of projects that have 
been sourced from the Council’s adopted strategies and documents as well 
as from other public sector organisations.  
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6.2 It would be inappropriate to allocate CIL funds on the basis of priority that 
does not require the delivery partner and the organisations  to demonstrate 
the need for a particular project at a particular time. This approach would not 
be based on evidence and would not provide opportunity for a wide range of 
bids to be considered fairly.  

Option 2 

6.3 Setting out a way in which organisations can come forward and bid for CIL 
funds ensures CIL funds are directed to projects that are based on evidence 
of need. This option also clearly sets out how each project will be assessed 
making the process clearer, fairer and transparent. Prior to the first round of 
bidding, there will be an opportunity to review and provide assurance on  the 
bidding methodology and process as part of the 2017/18 audit review of CIL 
Implementation. Subsequent reviews will be undertaken following the first 
round of bidding.  

7 Risk Management  

7.1 A risk assessment has been completed in accordance with the Council’s Risk 
Management Methodology and the existing risk controls in place mean that no 
significant risks (Red or Amber) have been identified at this time. 

8 Resource Implications  

8.1 There will be no resource implications for the publication of the CIL Spending 
Protocol. The Council’s CIL Officer is sufficiently resourced to assist with 
applications for CIL funds.  

9 Legal Implications  

9.1 There is no legal requirement to produce a spending protocol but the 
Regulations do set how the Council and parishes can use the fund and how 
this is reported.  

10 Equality Issues   

10.1 An EQIA screening has been completed in accordance with the Council’s 
EQIA methodology and no potential for unlawful discrimination and/or low 
level or minor negative impact have been identified, therefore a full EQIA has 
not been carried out. 

10.2 It should be noted that the assessment criteria proposed for assessing bids 
for CIL funding ensures applicants have considered and taken account of 
Equalities. It is proposed to provide advice to applicants on EQIA to ensure 
proposed projects do not discriminate against those with protected 
characteristics.  

11 Other Issues 

11.1 Community Safety - none 
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11.2 Environmental Health Issues - none 

11.3 Sustainability and Addressing a Changing Climate - none 

11.4 Property Issues - none 

11.5 Wards/Communities Affected - all 

12 Conclusion  

12.1 Cabinet are asked to support the recommendation to Council of the approach 
to allocating CIL funds for infrastructure projects. The approach includes a 
criteria based assessment to ensure all bids for CIL funds are considered 
equally and transparently and deliver projects that are targeted to the needs 
of residents and businesses of Test Valley. 

 

Background Papers (Local Government Act 1972 Section 100D) 

None 

Confidentiality   

It is considered that this report does not contain exempt information within the 
meaning of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, as amended, and can 
be made public. 

No of Annexes: 3 File Ref:  

(Portfolio: Planning) Councillor Adams-King  

Officer: Katie Rasdall Lawes Ext: 8256 

Report to: Cabinet Date: 18 October 2017 
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